
THE most generally received doctrinc as to the  constitution 
of the Sun is probably that in which ihc entire internal mass of 
that bod? is regardt:d as being i n  a gaseous condition ; the tem- 
perature, below the photospheric layer, bcing abm-e the critical 
point of all known substances. The low mean density is 
accounted for by supposing that the temperature increases rap- 
idly with the depth below the surface, the expansive energy of 
the interpal gaseous nucleus largely counteracting the enormous 
force of compression due to gravity. 

It appears to be pretty generally admitted, too, by recent 
writers, that the photosphere is a surface of condensation; a 
region, exposed to the :old of space, ivhere elements of high 
boiling point, such as those of the carbon group, are ill-ccipitating 
from the gaseous state and forming clouds of highly emissive 
solid or liquid particles. 

I propose in this paper to discuss the question as to  the 
cause of the relative darkness of Sun-spots on the basis of these 
fundamental ideas, and with special reference to the recent work 
of kt'. E. Wilson on the "Thermal Radiation of Sun-spots." 

Most spot theories in vogue at the present time attribute the 
blackness of spots to masses of relatively cool vaporous material 
which absorbs the intense light of the underlying photosphere. 
Thus in Secchi's theory a spot is regarded as a kind of sink in 
the photosphere, into which the materials which have been 
erupted in the neighborhood are settling down again into the 
body of  the Sun, forming a great cloud of cool absorbing vapors. 
Faye bklieves spots'to be vortices set up by the relative drift of 
adjacent portions of the photosphere, the dark absorbing material 
accumulating in the vortex by reason of the indraught. Oppol- 
z,er Iikens a spot to  a disturbed region in our atmosphere in 
which great contrasts of temperature arise ; and he explains the 
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obscuritp in the same Lva:. as a resu!t of increased ab-orpttc;n by 
relativelj- cool vapors. 

Many other theories have been proposed i n  wh ich  absorption 
is regarded as thc principa! factor in causing the darkness, and 
tile evidence afforded by the spectroscope seems al-caj-s to have 
been taken as practicall>- demonstrating 'the truth of this 
hypothesis. 

But absorption as ordinarily understood is in many respects 
very difficult to  reconcile with the comnlon features of spot 
formation. The well-defined structure and abrupt transitions in 
passing from photosp'nere to penumbra, and from penumbra to 
umbra, points rather to  the absence oE the bright photospheric 
clouds from the spot, than to their suppression beneath a mass 
of absorbing material ; and seems much more suggestive of an 
actual rent in the photospheric layer through which a Iess furni- 
nous region is revealed. 

Quite recently ia a paper on the "Level of Sun-spots,"= read 
before the British Astronomical Association,-Mr. Maunder argues 
that absorption can have but littie effect in causing the spot 
darkness, for whether the  spot be regarded as a depression or. an 
elevation compared with the photosphere, the obscuring effect 
of an absorbing layer would be vastly increased when near the 
Sun's limb as comyared.with its effect a t  the center of the disk, 
owing to the foreshortening ; and the greater the area of the 
spot the more noticeable would this become, so that in many 
cases the entire spot would appear as black as the umbra when 
near the Limb. A s  this is not the case at  all, t he  conclusion is 
drawn that diminished radiation rather than increased absorption 
is mainly operative in a spot. 

I n  the same paper 3fr. Maunder suggests that a spot may 
be regarded as a region sf high temperature in which the con- 
densation of highly incandescent carbon does not take place to 
the  same extent as in the  photosphere, the diminished radiation 
being due to the relatively low emissive rower of the gaseous 
contents of the spot ; just as in an: ordinary gas burner the pre- 
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ci~~itation o'f solid carbdil ~>roduces a bright luminosity, ~ I i i l s t  
thc purely gaseous yortiorl of the Rnmc .jlo~vs but feebly. 

This explanation of spot darkness certainly harmonizes very 
well with the observed structure of spots and .:.it12 ninny of  the 
attendant phenonlcna, suc11 as the great brilliaticy of the facu- 
Ious bridges and the surrounding facuious region ; the intensifi- 
cation of the H an3 Ii lines and frequently of the hydrogen 
lines over the entire spot region; all of which suggest that a 
spot is really a center of relatively high temperature. 

Unfortunately it is open to a very serious objection when we 
consider the application of Kirchhoff's law to solar conditions. 
For suppose we liken a spot to a non-Iuminous Bunsen flame, or 
better, to a pure hydrogen flame burning in air, and a bright 
facuIa bridging the spot to a platinum wire held in the flame. 
The analogy.would at first sight appear to  be a very striking one, 
the hydrogen flame emitting a very feeble continuous spectrum 
and the glowing solid a very brilliant one, although no hotter  
than the flame. Rut yet according to Kirchhoff's law the feeble 
emissive power of the  gas is exactly compensated by its feeble 
absorptive power, so that if ure were to increase the thickness 
of the non-luminous flame indefinitely the brightness would 
increase, until finalIy, it would equal that of the glowing solid ; 
even that of a theoretically "black" solid which has the highest 
emissive power. This condition would be reached when t h e  
radiating gas ;as of such thickness as to be entirely opaque to 
transmitted li@Lx 

In the case of the Sun-spot. therefore. we should expect that 
the immense and practicaIIy unlimited depth ~f the interior eases 
ww1d commnsate for their relatively feeble radiating power, 
even if we 'took no account of the much h l ~ h e r  temperature and 
hieis state of compression ot the Interlor rearans. There seems 
to ?e no escape from this difficulty, even- i f  we imagine the 
inter':or of the s u n  to  rx absoluaeiy non-iummnous. tor  then. 

*The cu- dative eReet of a great thickness of radiathg gas can easily be shown 
with a row of Bunsen h c s  such as are used in tube furnaces It these are obsedd 

on " tbe brightness is seen to inmeage in proportion to the number of flames. or 
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according to Kirchhofg, i t  urili also be absoiutely trailsparent, 
tncI thc photosphere on the opposite side woutd bc stcen through 
he spot ol~ening 

Again, if the internal gases are so conlpressed as to be prac- 
.icalIy opaque like solids, tllen they must radiate like solids, they 
:annot contir~ue to accumulate the energy acquired by absorp- 
.ion indefinitely. Thus we seem driven back again to some 
nodification of the absorption hypothesis, unless we find that 
:he ordinary laws of heat exchange are not applicable under 
solar conditions. 

The structural characteristics of spots might perhaps be 
explained o n  the absorption hypothesis by supposing that the 
cooled absorbing material was situated at a considerable depth, 
being partly overlaid and encroached upon by the  photosphere, 
the spot opening being at the same time filled up with dark 
material; and it would be natural to suppose this absorbing 
material to be the same as that which everywhere covers the Sun, 
producing the absorption at the iimb,aand giving rise to the mot- 
tled appearance of the disk due to varia~ions in Ievel of the pho- 
tospheric clouds in this smoke-like veil. Thus there would be 
no real distinction to be draw! between a well-developed spot 
and the minute pores and interspaces between the photospheric 
clouds. I t  will be shown later, however, that there is a very 
marked differenre in the character of the spot darkening and the 
general shading at the limb. I t  is .clear that if a spot is redly 
an accumulation of absorbing vapors it must be cooler than the 
photosphere. whilst Xon the other- hand, i t  is an opening where 
the photospheric clouds have b-en evaporated, we must regard it 
as being as.hot as or hotter .than the surrounding region. Eui- 
dence in support of the absorptron hypothesis has been fre- 
quentlv derived from the widenea imes seen In spot spectra, 
which are supposed to indicate 2 $lower temperature in the 
absorbing gases. But the widening- is a t  the most very sIrg&t; 
a proportiorially slight tncrease uz the depth of the gases con- 
cerned will e~ually well account tor it. Purthemore, ontr a 
very small DroDortios ot. the Bnes rn the s~ectrurn are w i d d  



or intens:fied ; ~,rul.)al)!y r?>:t::v c~:i!c~-s :trc, :., :.:l,: :lc.i!, r ;r  stii-r~!rt:s~cd . . 
altirgt't11t:r t.i.i.11 u l ~ c ! ~  t i l t . \ -  ( ! ( - I  I:,:,: ;:t:~r;:r. * i ;iL: !r-!jl-h; ! i ~ ~ c s .  I t  h a s  
not, pcsl!aiw, k c ; :  s!:fficicn?i~ i.c:;.i:zctl that n i;ts:;.c prib~)orticr!~ of 

. . the light we arc clcaii;:? ~ c i t h  i:: ;I:C sfrvctsu:!~ of ;I dark nucl t*us  
is ncrt dcrit-eci f rom tl:c spot a t  ; ~ : i ,  br!t is sim1,ly ?~hotos ;~ l~er ic  
light rcflectcd fro;?: :hi. s k v  ; t l iz  contrast l)et\vccn the cullbi-a 

and t h c  ski. illunli~~n:ii~n outside the limb being in man? caws 
alrnost inal.~prcciable. T h u s  t!?e majority c!f the Fraunhofer 
lincs in the unlbral spectrum 111av bc spurious lines; co~tlcf we 
remove our atrnos[~herc and ~ h o l b  isolate the 1i111brai light, it is 
quite ~x~ssib11t. that the spectru~n ~roald  be found to be, in the 
main, an  emission spectrum. 

f-Iowevcr this may be, the widcned Iirles arc evidently not a 
satisfactory criterion as tcr the relati\-e ttmpcrnture of spi)ts and 
photosphere, and the slight cs t ra  amo~:nt of gaseous ab.iurl)tion 
implied by their presence can'have practicaI1j- no effec: on the 
darkness of spots. This is obviouslv due to the genera; darkeq- 
ing, which is apparently continuous all along the visible spectrum, 
and rnav or may not be the result of absorption. The resulution 
of a portion of the spot band by Professor Young-into inntimer- 
able clos.ely crowded dark lines ~vith occasional bright intervals,' 
would seem' to point to absorption. but absorption by gaseous 
rather than solid or liquid matter. 

In the opinion of the writer, no satisfactory explanation of 
spot darkness is likely to be arrived a t  until the spot band itself 
has received the closest investigation, both in the visible and 
invisible regions of the spectrum, particularly with regard to the 
relative intensit? and character of the band and quite apart from 
the question of widened lines or bright lines, which can only give 
information as to the condition of the gases in the ovrrlj-ing 
reversing layer and chromosphere, and which taken a11 together 
can have but little influence on the general radiation of the spot. 

THE THERIIAL VALUE OF THE SPOT RXUIATIOS. 

The measurements of total radiation from spots by LangIey, 
'YOUNG, 2 % ~  Su#, 4th :dm, p. 323. 



using a bolometer, and rcccnt!y t v  IV. E. \Yilsu:\ a-ith a radio- 
microlnctcr, cio not give an\- clircct irifornlatic,:: as tc7 t h e  relative 
tempcrnturcs of photosphere and spots; the rc!"ti~e elnissit-e 
pon-ers being unknoisi;. II:directly, ho~vcver, they ivcluld seem 
to afford a cle:v. 

I n  the tllerrnal measuring apparatus the blacken& receiving 
surface illay be supposcc! to absorb inc1i:criminatel~ all the radi- 
ant energy falling upon it, whatever the wave-length, that is, the 
whole range of wave-lengths, including of course the visible raFs. 
Thus the nleasurenlents sum ut, the energy in the entire spec- 
trum, and show, as it wire, the nz4~ragt darkness of the spot band 
when the whole spectrum is taken into account. 

The resuIts show that a spot is very much less dark measured 
thermally than visually. The spot band is, therefore, much 
darker in the visible region or' the spectrum than it is in other 
regions ; where, it would seem, it may even be rezvrs~d.  This 
fact is the more strikinz, when we consider that in ordinary 
sunlight the rays which possess the maximum heating power are 
those about the middle of the i-isible spectrum, so that one would 
expect, a pnTtuyi, to  find a practical agreement beiween thermal 
and photometric estimates of the darkness. 

Referring to Mr. Wilson's paper (iIlo~tf 'J& LVodces, VOI. LV, 
No. 8), the monthly mean values of the umbra1 radiation are 
found to vary from .35 t >  over -50 ; that of the photosphere 
at the center of the disk being 1.00. The photosphere radiation, 
however, rapidly diminishes from the center towards the Iimb 
where i t  becomes .45, whilst the spot radiation remains nearly 
constant in all positions on the disk. Thus the ratio between 
the radiation of the spot and that of the neighborit~g photosphere 
approaches unity as the spot nears the limb. The highest value 
of this ratio recorded by hlr. Wilson is 2 3 ,  but both.Lang1ej and 
Frost have measured spots in which the thermal intensity even 
exceeded that of the  surrounding p!lotosphere. 

With regard to the visible radiation of spots, it is quite obvi- 
ous from ordinary telescopic observation that the umbra of a 
normal spot does not emit more than a very small fraction of 



the light or tllc 11hotos1111crc, cl,-cLn nf tIlc : z ~ ~ i ~ l ~ l ~ o ~ ~ i : i ~  ~ ) l ~ , ~ t o -  
s1)1icrc, ivhen tlic spot is tleiii- r t i i :  lirnb. T!) tnrikc sure of tliis 
p o i ~ ~ t  t1:c ivritci- llas I . U L I ~ I ~ : ~ .  c.<ti~.!;.i:cc! tlii: rt:l:iLi~-c (Iark~lcss of ;2 

spot b>. nicans of itt~ . ~ I > ! I c ) '  i ) l ~ o t r . i ~ ~ l ~ : t ~ ~ . ,  SO ;LI.I.;III:;'CCI as to r c ' t . 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  

the ligflt of a n y  ~jt~rtioil of t!lc p!lo!r,.si>I~~rt. b y  any l.-.;;o\vr~ nnlc-~t~nt 
Tht: results obtai!lcd shoiv that t h c  ~ E / ~ / I J / ~ ~ E - ~ I  i)i ;111 orclinnry spot 
is nest more than onc-thirci or one-fourth as bright as tllc 1)hc)to- 
sphere; n.hilst thc  u~nbl-n itsell is ~.)rohablv i n  most cases less 
thail orlc-t\rrentic:h. 

'I'hc aplmratus being incnl)ab!t. of measuring small fractions, 
this latter vnluc is prol~nhly an upper limit, t h e  intensity inay 
have any value lcss than that ; nlaIi\; spots rnust irldced be a t  
least a hundred times less bright than the neighboring photo- 
sphere at the litnb, for in this position - the dark umbra often 
yrescnts the i l lus io~~ of a piece cut out of the limb ; proving 
that no more light comes from the spot than Eronl the sky 
outside. Perhaps the average spot nucleus is not however quite 
so dark as this, for during partial solar eclipses spots are said to  
appear lighter in  tint than the black disk of the Moon. 

Hut whatever may 'be the true photometric \ - d i e  of the spot 
darkncs> the discrepancy between thermal and visual estimates 
is evidently very marked, and it ivould be of great interest to 
determine in what region of the spot spectruni the e s t r a  energy 
is to be found, which is shoal1 by the relatively high thermal 
value of the radiation. Does the spot band become lcss dark 
or even reversed, in the infra-red or  in t h e  ultra-violet ? 

T h e  question of the relative temperature of spots and  photo- 
sphere must largely depend on the position in the spectrum of 
this region of xnr;simum intensity. For suppose we admit that 
t h e  whole of the  Sun'sinterior beluw the photosphere behaves like 
an opaque solid as regards radiation. The emission spectrum 
will be a continuous one ; but the distribution of energy in the 
spectrum wilI not be uniform. T h e  wave-Iength of !he rays of 
greatest intensity will depend o n  the temperature, the wave- 
length decr-.:sing with irlcrease of temperature according to  a 
v..eIl-established Ian? of ,radiating solids. Now the temperature 



O F  tllc ~)liotosphcse is such a5 to gi\'cl, ~ ~ c o r i l i i i ~ ~ '  to I,nil;rtey, a 

masirnun: i n  tile visihic si-~i:ctrum. I31.it deep c ! ( i l . ~ i ~  i n  the interior 
tllc tcn~jjt:~-:tturc r~~ris t  l x  ct~o~nloilsly t!iglicr xnc! ti?c wn\.c-length 
c ~ f  ~ r ? : i s i n i t ~ ~ ~ ~  cnergj- irr;lrn that region [nust hc s1:ifted far into 
the ultl-a-violet. 

I f  thcn in a spot ive h a v e  a ylin~psc o f  tllc ir1teri;)r iritensely 
h o t  regions be lo^^ the pliotos~ihcre I\-i: silould csjzect to find the 
sl~c)t spectrum brighter (or  less ciark) i n  the uItra-violet. But i f  
relative1~- cool ahsorbing vapors are .tt:c principal carise of spot 
d n ~ l i ~ l e ~ s ,  then the n~aximuln slloultl be found in the infra-red ; 
not a true emission n:nxir.nurn pcrhaps, but a part of the spectrunl 
where the absorption has less influence than in the visible 
spectrum. 

There is one point which would seen1 to be definitely settled 
by the thermal measures. I t  h i s  been previously mentioned 
that the spot darkness and the general shading at the limb are 
different in character. This results from a comparison between 
the thermal and visual estizlates of the darkening in the two 
cases. I n  the linrb absorption the discordance between these 
measures is r o t  greater than would be the case assuming it is 
due to a smoke-like layer which absorbs t h e  blue rays more 
completely than the red and yellow, which in sunlight have the 
greater heating power, a feature too that is tveI1 brought out 
by Vogel's detailed measi.res made in diiferent colors. But 
the spot darkness is evidently'of a different character, the 
therrnai intensity being estraorrlinariiy high, and it is certainly 
not possible to explain it by assunling a greater thickness of the 
snrnc absorbing material. 

For sup1,osing we reject Langley's and Frost's measures of 
abnormal. spots giving a higher thermaI intensity than the photo- 
sphere and consider 'lYilsonts average result, namely .7; at  .9j 
from the Sun's center, to be an overestimate. If a spot near 
the Iimb gave only .66 of the .  thermaI effect of the surrounding 
photosphere, then, assunling t h e  darkcuing of spot and limb to 
be only a question of degree, this would imply in the spot a 34 
per cent. nbsorbirlg layer added to  that which gives the general 



absorption. But a layer which absorbs 34  per cent. of general 
radiation (heat) will absorb 46 per cent of l ightx if it is of the 
same material \srhich covers the photosphere, leaving .54 as thc 
photometric value of the umbra compared with the adjaceni 
photosphere, or  about .25 compared with the centcr of the disk 
values which are evidently quite inadmissible, for large spot: 
near the limb often appear as dark as the sky, their intrinsic 
light being only a minute fraction of that of the  surrounding 
region. 

A possible clue as to  spot darkness has occurred to  the writel 
which does not necessitate absorption and still does not violatc 
the ordinary laws of heat eschange. The  temperature gradien. 
in the  Sun is not known, but it is believed that the temperaturc 
near the surface must increase very rapidly with the  depth 
According to  OppoIzer this increase must be a t  least 6000° C 
for each second of arc (see Asfvo~orny nzd Astro$hysics, Oct. I 893 
p. 7 39). A few thousand miles below the photosphere therefx t  
t he  temperature must enorn~ously transcend that  of the Sun': 
visible surface. Is it possible that the radiation from this incon 
ceivably hot interior region takes place in wave frequencies of ; 

higher order altogether than that of the photosphere ?- tht 
visible radiations being relatively feeble. 

This assumes that in a radiating body at high temperaturc 
the intensity of the longest waves tends t o  diminish with increas~ 
of temperature. That is, as the radiations of maximr:n energ! 
move up the spectrum with increasing temperature, the actua 
as we11 as relative intensity in the  lower region of the spectrun 
must be supposed to  diminish. 

In  a general way the  shifting of the  maximum intensit- 
towards the violet with increasc of temperature may be said tc 
be confirmed by star spectra. I t  is well known that the photo 
graphic magnitudes of many stars do not correspond with th,  
visual magnitudes. Thus t he  first type stars are photographi 

'Compare the tables of absorption g i ~ e n  by Wilson and Rambaut : " T b  
Absorption of Heat in the Solar Arnj.;)spherev (Proc. Royal IniA Acad, 3d srrir 
Vot. 11, No. 2), and Young, 33rr Sun, 4th ed. p. 247. 



cally brighter than solar stars of the same visunI magnitude, that 
is the blue and violet in the spectrunl of the hotter stars is rela- 
tively brighter than the yellow and red. 

Whether the red rays are reaIly less bright in the Sirian stars 
than would be the case if the temperature were reduced to that 
o f  the solar stars, i t  is not possible to sap. Langley has foirnd 
however, that very far down in the ncrrnal solar spectrum the 
intensity is very much less than might have been expected. 
H e  found it easier, in Fact, to detect these long waves in the 
spectrum emitted by a copper vessel filled with boiling water, 
and even in the rays of the &'loon when its surface has beconle 
slightly warmed by  the Sun.' 

I t  would seem not impossible therefore that in the radiation 
of a Sun-spot this relatively feeble part of the spectrum has crept 
up into the shorter visible wave-1-ngths, following the rays of 
greatest energy which have traveled far up into the ultra-violet. 
I t  is true that if this be the real explanation of spot darkness 
the total radiation of the umbra should greatly exceed that of 
the photosphere, whereas according to \Vilson's measures it is 
never even equal to it. I t  is probable, however, that the bulk 
of the energy would be absorbed by the Earth's atmosphere, 
which is a far more efficient sc&en for the ultra-violet rays than 
for visible light. I t  would seem too, that some of .the energy 
does not assume the form of heat on reaching the Earth, but is 
effective in producing those magnetic disturbances which are 
characteristic of large umbrz. 

But as the writer has already pointed out, a little further 
research into the character of the spot band in the invisible 
reaches of the spectrum would doubtless throw much light on 
the  question, even if i t  did not at  once demolish the above 
somewhat speculative theory. 

S. P. LASGLEY, " T h e  Solar and Lunar Spectrum "rlZcm. Nat. Acud. SR; Vol. IV, 
Part. I. 
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